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Using the SLO Cloud



Overview of the SLO Cloud
• Using the SLO Cloud, faculty:
 Report their SLO findings on an institutionally embraced four-

point scale
 Map their specific course-level SLOs to program-level SLOs, 

General Education Outcomes (GEOs), and Institutional Learning 
Outcomes (ILOs)
 Identify proposed actions for maintaining and enhancing the 

acquisition of stated learning outcome



Logging into the Cloud
• Login to the SLO Cloud (Enter your District login username and 

password)



• Use Submission Form

Recording Outcomes Assessment 
Results



Recording Outcomes Assessment 
Results
• Choose Term in which assessment was conducted

• Choose Division

• Choose Department

• Choose Course

• Choose Section



Recording Outcomes Assessment 
Results (Cont’d)

• Enter the aggregated number of students who scored  a 1, 2, 3, or 4 on the rubric 
for the outcome that was assessed

• If an outcome was assessed that isn’t listed click on the green + and manually 
enter the outcome

Rubric Value Broad Rubric Description

1 No demonstrated achievement

2 Minimal evidence of achievement – below expectations

3 Adequate evidence of achievement – met stated outcome or expectations

4 Significant evidence of achievement – surpassed stated outcome, mastery or near 
mastery of learning expectations

Total



Recording Outcomes 
Assessment Results 
(Cont’d)



Recording Outcomes Assessment 
Results
• Enter the Proposed Actions

• Entering the proposed actions is the most important aspect of 
the assessment process.  What actions can you take to improve 
students knowledge, skills, or abilities?
 Do you have any new insights into teaching and learning process 

that you learned from the assessment?
 What did you learn from the assessment that will inform your 

teaching, student learning, or the curriculum?



The Role of Guided Pathways
• Overview of Framework
 The need for more structured academic pathways led to 

development of Guided Pathways framework (Bailey, Jaggars, & 
Jenkins, 2015)
 This framework offers students highly structured program road 

maps tied to further opportunities (Strobel & Christian, 2016) 
 It integrates past initiatives with the aim of helping students 

select and complete a program of study tied to industry demand 
(Strobel & Christian, 2016)



Four Pillars of 
Guided Pathways

• Clarify the Path
 Default program maps provide program entry points that 

simplify student choice
 Program maps specify semester-by-semester set of courses
 Program maps remain customizable
 Goal is to clarify and simplify choice within a structure that 

provides guidance while allowing for exploration and flexibility

• Enter the Path
 Focus on meta-majors, a general area of study
 Cluster of related programs that have similar courses and 

themes and that lead to related careers
 Students can indicate a broad area of interest which can help 

them focus in on a particular program of study later on 12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clarify the path: Default program maps go beyond the usual guidance found in catalogs to specify a semester-by-semester set of courses that take students in a logical order from program entry through program completion. While the default program map represents a well thought-out and valid approach to course selection and sequencing, students are able to customize it to develop an educational plan that meets their unique needs.Enter Path: To avoid decision paralysis, meta-majors structure student choices to allow them to indicate a broad area of interest which can help them focus in on a particular program of study later on.



Four Pillars of 
Guided Pathways
• Stay on the Path
 Focus on offering robust advising and support structure
 Focus on monitoring students’ progress towards program 

completion, and intervene when necessary 

• Ensure Student Learning
 Focus on measuring program-level learning outcomes tied to 

desired program end goals

13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stay on path: this often entails the use of technological tools, including extensive disaggregated data findings, to monitor student progress and proactively intervene to help students stay on track. Student learning: Such work results in an understanding of how individual courses in a program of study combine to provide knowledge and skills necessary to allow students to pursue further employment and/or educational opportunities.  
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